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Agenda

Welcome and Housekeeping Items

Introduction to Panelists & Audience Polling

Open Discussion with Panelists and Participants

US Perspectives on Device Procurement

Linking HTA and Device Procurement
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Antitrust Compliance Statement

• ISPOR has a policy of strict compliance with both United States, and other 
applicable international antitrust laws and regulations.

• Antitrust laws prohibit competitors from engaging in actions that could result in 
an unreasonable restraint of trade. 

• ISPOR members (and others attending ISPOR meetings and/or events) must 
avoid discussing certain topics when they are together including, prices, fees, 
rates, profit margins, or other terms or conditions of sale.

• Members (and others attending ISPOR meetings and/or events) have an 
obligation to terminate any discussion, seek legal counsel’s advice, or, if 
necessary, terminate any meeting if the discussion might be construed to raise 
antitrust risks.

• The Antitrust policy is available on the ISPOR website.

The Antitrust policy is available on the ISPOR website at ispor.org/antitrust.
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Moderator & Panelists:
Richard Charter - Moderator
VP & Partner – MedTech Market Access 
& Commercial Strategy at
Alira Health

Stephen Hull - Panelist
President at Hull Associates

Myla Maloney - Panelist
Chief Commercial Officer at PINC 
AI Applied Sciences

Arthi Chandran - Panelist
DVP Health Economics and 
Reimbursement at Abbott 

Myla Maloney is the Chief Commercial Officer for PINC AI™ Applied 

Sciences, a division of PINC AITM, the technology and services platform 

of Premier. With 22 years of experience in the healthcare industry, 

Maloney supports Premier’s mission of transforming healthcare by 

leading population health improvement collaboration between PINC AI 

Applied Sciences and life sciences organizations. Maloney has been with 

Premier for the last six years and previously served as Premier’s Vice 

President of Strategic Supplier Engagement, where she partnered with 

leading biopharmaceutical and IT companies.

Myla received her B.S. in business administration and MBA from East 

Carolina University.

Richard Charter is Alira Health’s MedTech Market Access and Commercial 

Strategy Partner, with over 20 years of experience in financial and health 

economics. 

Richard is currently the co-chair of the HTAi Medical Device Interest Group, 

and the ABHI Sustainability Working Group. His past chair roles include 

MedTech Europe Evidence & Payers Working Group and the ISPOR Medical 

Device Special Interest Group. Richard was also the industry advisor for the 

EU-funded Horizon 2020 COMED initiative on cost and outcomes 

measurement for medical devices. 

Richard holds a master’s degree in Healthcare Management, Economics, and 

Policy from SDA Bocconi. He has also completed the Harvard Business 

School Intensive Course on Value-Based Healthcare.

Arthi Chandran is a recognized leader in Health Economics and 

Access with nearly two decades of experience in Pharma and 

MedTech.  In her current capacity, she leads a global team of 

researchers, and reimbursement specialists, responsible for 

ensuring that patients around the world have an equitable 

opportunity to experience the benefits of Abbotts portfolio of life 

enhancing and lifesaving technologies.  

Arthi holds an MPH in Chronic Disease Epidemiology from Yale, a 

MS in Regulatory Affairs from Temple and a Doctorate in Health 

Policy and Management from the City University of New York. 

Stephen Hull is Principal and Founder of Hull Associates LLC, a 

specialized global reimbursement strategy firm focused on 

pharmaceutical, medical device, diagnostic and biotech 

technologies. 

Stephen Hull has over 25 years of experience in health policy and 

medical product strategy, for pharmaceuticals, medical devices, 

diagnostics, and biotech products. 

Stephen has an advanced degree in health policy from the Johns 

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, and a bachelor’s 

degree in international relations and French from Colgate 

University.  
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Poll 1: How familiar are you with the concept of value-based 
procurement?

1. Newbie
2. I’ve heard about it
3. Academic understanding
4. I have, or am, actively engaging in this process



https://www.liveslides.com/download
http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/nWm2gl8hQOsv1AJRYHiYe
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Poll 2: Do you think HTA should have a meaningful role in 
device procurement?

1. Yes
2. No
3. I don’t know



https://www.liveslides.com/download
http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/H4IOajA1kDM6sR5gYzt9w
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Poll 3: Are you currently a member of ISPORs Medical Device 
Special Interest Group (SIG)?

1. Yes, I am!
2. No, I am not.
3. No, but I would like to be!



https://www.liveslides.com/download
http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/EMZmF6qPOvFU4gszPloQG
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Should Joint Clinical Assessments Drive 

Procurement?

Paper Conclusion:

“Conclusions: There is minimal evidence that notes HTA 

influencing medical device procurement. Procurement bodies and 

hospitals may not be incentivized to publish their work and 

transparency could be improved; further research would better 

describe the link between HTA and procurement. Such research 

would enable HTA agencies to meaningfully assess devices to 

target procurement bodies and allow device sponsors to 

prioritize evidence. 

This could limit redundancy, improve evidence, and ultimately 

promote savings to health care systems and expand access.

Lets discuss this!  

Source:  Alira Health Analysis, MedTech Europe, Bocconi University 
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Value Based Procurement & HTA, more similar than 

different…

Source:  Alira Health Analysis
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Conventional Procurement is maturing towards 

value based and HTA based decision making…

Adapted from: Mangan, B Kelley T, McGough R, & Meehan J.  Value Based Procurement An alternative approach to total cost reduction, improved efficiency and enhanced patient outcomes in the NHS:  A Framework for Delivery.  NHS 

Northwest Procurement Development, 2018. University of Liverpool.
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Decision criteria that can be considered by HTA & 

Procurement are converging.

Source:  Alira Health Analysis
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‘Social’ criteria, especially “environmental” criteria are 

becoming mandatory for both HTA & Procurement

Source:  Alira Health Analysis; NHS England website:  Greener NHS » Suppliers (england.nhs.uk)

https://www.england.nhs.uk/greenernhs/get-involved/suppliers/
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‘Social’ criteria, especially “environmental” criteria are 

becoming mandatory for both HTA & Procurement

Source:  Alira Health Analysis; NHS England website:  Greener NHS » Suppliers (england.nhs.uk)

https://www.england.nhs.uk/greenernhs/get-involved/suppliers/
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Should Joint Clinical Assessments Drive 

Procurement?

Statement on HTA as part of Union-level joint procurement activities 

PRESS RELEASE | Tuesday 20 September 2022

“As the issue of joint procurement continues to be part of joint and 

Union-level discussions, the HAG would like to stress the vital role 

of HTA in these activities. Where available and applicable, a Joint 

Clinical Assessment (JCA) should form the basis of any joint or 

Union-level procurement activity. Where a JCA is not available, any 

joint procurement decision should be based on a clinical 

assessment grounded in robust clinical evidence. In all cases, 

HTA must rest on the competence and experience of established HTA 

bodies.” Source:  Home - HAG (htahag.eu)

Lets discuss this!  

Questions?  Comments?

Source:  HAG website:  Home - HAG (htahag.eu)

https://htahag.eu/
https://htahag.eu/
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US approach to value appraisal is not guided by a uniform evidence 

standard or methods.

▪ How is Medicare's Reasonable 

and Necessary standard 

applied to Medical Devices?

▪ What are the current processes 

and key committees for 

commercial coverage 

decisions?

▪ Medicare competitive bidding 

is only applied to DME products 

and has limited connection to 

HTA and quality.

▪ What is the consistent 

method applied by Medicare 

to assess evidence?

▪ What can the O'Connor Case 

in Texas tell us about the future 

of commercial coverage?

▪ Provider and network 

purchasers apply various 

frameworks to assess quality 

and price.

▪ But overall, there is no “VBP” 

national framework in play in 

the USA

Medicare Coverage 

Requirements
Commercial Payer 

Practices
Impact on Purchasing 

and Contracts
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Questions for the Audience

• Would anyone in the room like to share an experience of device 
procurement?

• Do you agree with the panelists regarding pace of HTA integration into key 
decision-making?

• How could/should ISPOR (and the SIG) continue this research?
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Sign up to join our Special Interest Group

• Question for the Medical 

Devices and 

Diagnostics Special Interest 

Group email us at:

MedDevices_DiagSIG@ispor.org

mailto:MedDevices_DiagSIG@ispor.org


THANK YOU! 


